Digital Asset Meets Highest Standards of Data Protection with
ISO 27001:2013 Certification
Industry-leading accreditation signals Digital Asset’s ongoing commitment to security, risk
management, and best practices for data management across the organization
New York, NY – October 28, 2021 – Digital Asset, a software and services provider that helps
enterprises build economic value through interconnected networks, today announced that it has
achieved ISO 27001:2013 certification for demonstrating the highest standards in information
security management and protecting data assets.
ISO 27001:2013 is an information security standard published by the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO), the world’s largest developer of voluntary international standards,
and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). Digital Asset’s certification was issued
by A-LIGN, an independent and accredited certification body based in the United States on
successful completion of a formal audit process. This certification is evidence that Digital Asset
has met rigorous international standards in ensuring the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
of management of information security to protect the assets in design, development and
maintenance and operation of Digital Asset’s products and services.
“This is a great milestone for Digital Asset that signifies how seriously we take data privacy and
security,” said Yuval Rooz, Co-Founder and CEO, Digital Asset. “Our track record and rigorous
dedication to best practices is why our customers trust us to protect and safeguard the
availability, integrity and confidentiality of their data.”
Edward Newman, Chief Information Security Officer, Digital Asset added, “Achieving ISO
27001:2013 is a testament to our company-wide focus on protecting data and delivering secure
products and services. We believe this will build trust and help facilitate working with our
customers and partners. This certification will make our work with customers and partners that
much easier, as it further validates their vote of confidence in us to ensure the security of their
data.”
About Digital Asset
Digital Asset is a software and services provider that helps enterprises build economic value
through interconnected networks. The company designs and delivers technology that reshapes
legacy systems and workflows into efficient, secure, and interconnected applications. Daml, our
core technology, is a platform for building multi-party applications. It extracts and simplifies
business processes to make data accessible and optimizes workflows using smart contracts.
Leading organizations across financial services, insurance and healthcare partner with Digital
Asset to create new multi-party solutions that transform disparate silos into synchronized
networks.

To learn more about Digital Asset, please visit www.digitalasset.com. Click here to follow us on
Twitter and LinkedIn.
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